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For the past 61 years our campers and staff have participated in a very
special tradition at Camp Kinderland. The Kinderland Peace Olympics has
been an integral part of every season in that it reflects camp’s values of
peace, equality, and social justice. Our goal is to pay tribute to the people,
events, and social movements that reflect our commitment to make the
world a better place. In addition, the Peace Olympics provides us with a
framework of group cooperation and respect for one another’s abilities.
Children can exercise their many skills, explore new ideas and capacities,
and share with each other across age groups. Best of all, they do all of this
while having a great time.
This summer, we have chosen teams to illustrate our cultural theme, River
of the People: A Mighty Force For Justice.

From Rosa (Green New Deal Captain): The Green New Deal team focused on solutions that recognize the
relevance and intersection of class and race in the climate crisis. The concept of a Green New Deal is to allocate
resources and economic opportunities to the most vulnerable communities while being proactive about the
future by cutting carbon emissions, weatherizing homes, improving
infrastructure, and mobilizing the international community. The team had
multiple discussions about what we would like to see change in the way that
the U.S. and the rest of the world approach the topic of climate change, and we
wrote letters to our representatives urging them to support The Green New
Deal Resolution that is currently before The House. Green New Deal won both
their soccer and their ultimate Frisbee games, taking impressive leads from
the beginning, and keeping spirit and sportspersonship high until the final
whistle rang out! Green New Deal was dominant during the track and field
events, winning several of the 100 meter and 200 meter dashes, as well as
creating a 10-person, human pyramid in just 6 seconds! The swimming events
were a blast, and we had an impressive showing of staff and CITs placing first,
second, and third in the annual biathlon event! The dedication that the
campers showed working on their cultural presentations was incredible, and
the mural, dance, skit, and song (to the tune of “Wannabe” by the Spice Girls),
were loads of fun for the whole camp to watch!

From Izzy (Our Bodies, Our Choice Captain): The Our Bodies, Our Choice team for this year’s Peace
Olympics focused on the right to control one’s body and identity. The team represented three different
components to this phrase: Reproductive rights, consent, and gender identity. The campers participated in
discussions about Roe V. Wade, abortion bans, and the progress that has been made and what still needs to be
done. We discussed consent in terms of how it used to be and the progress that has been made. The last
component, gender identity, was important to the
team, as it could easily be overlooked. We spoke
about the fact that people deserve the right to
determine their own gender identity. On the first day
of the Olympics, the campers all learned about these
important societal injustices as well as challenged
each other to come up with ways to make a
difference. A competitive soccer game ignited the
athletic events with OBOC verses Green New Deal.
Green New Deal was dominating the beginning but
the cheers about body rights kept the spirit up.
OBOC fought to tie up the game, but fell short at the
end. The Waterfront events was where OBOC came
to the spotlight. The team dominated in every race
and event. The following day was the Ultimate game
against Green New Deal as well. Although OBOC did not snag the victory, it was a well fought game. The Track
and Field events helped OBOC score many points, winning about half of the events. In one more Ultimate game
against Strike Wave, OBOC won. The game was fun and light, showing camaraderie and unity. In preparation
for closing ceremonies, OBOC worked tirelessly on the cultural aspects. Our dance was to the song “Wing” by
Little Mix. It was fiery and had great choreography. The skit was creative and inspiring. The catchy and fun
song was to the tune of “No Scrubs” by TLC. With the inspiring and beautiful dance, skit, song, and mural,
OCOB took 1st place in this year’s Peace Olympics.

From Lilah (Break the Prison Chains Captain):
Break the Prison Chains focused on the injustices
rampant in the criminal “justice” system, and how we
can break the racist cycle of mass incarceration. In our
team discussions, we talked about the increase in media
attention to human rights violations happening in
private and federal prisons, prison strikes that have been
happening for decades, and the prison abolition
movement. Our cultural presentation included a dance
choreographed by our fabulous CITs (to the Tupac song
“Charges”), and a mural based on an Angela Davis quote
on mythbusting the prison industrial complex as a way
to solve problems.
On the field, we tied in an intense ultimate frisbee game against Strike Wave. Then we tied again in the soccer
final against Green New Deal. We promise they were real, unplanned ties!
From Josh (Inter-team Art Leader): One of the Inter-team choices during our
Peace Olympics built off the Strike Wave team. For this activity, campers focused on the
wildcat strikes that have swept the country over the past year. Campers learned the
significance of a wildcat strike and the origins of the wildcat symbol first used by the
Industrial Workers of the World, or Wobblies, over a hundred years ago. Like an
unlucky black cat crossing your path, the image of the cat with its arched and teeth bared
was a symbol used to
give the bosses a little
bad luck. Campers
made wildcat stencils
and produced over 75
patches for camp!

From Raquel (Inter-team Drama Leader): We had a
great time performing a skit about tenants’ big win in New
York. We learned about how people organized for housing
justice, including the role of Kinderland alum Ava Farkas,
Executive Director of the
Met Council on Housing.
The acting was superb.
The campers really
personified the saying
“There are no small parts,
only small actors.” In this
short skit, campers created whole characters able to produce laughs and
goose bumps. Everyone deserves a fun place like Kinderland to express
themselves.

From Matt (Strike Wave Staff Member): Who are we? Employees. We
don’t want to work for free. The Strike Wave team focused on the many strikes
that have occurred over the past 3 years including the teacher’s strike, the TSA
strike and the many different retail workers strikes. We talked to the campers
about the weakening power of unions after the red scare and how striking has
historically been one of the most effective ways to bring about changes to labor
rights. Because Amazon
prime day took place during
the Peace Olympics and there
was a large strike of Amazon
workers and a boycott in
response, we chose to talk
about that as well. “Tomorrow
is prime day. We’ll make Jeff
Bezos pay. We must join on,
so we sing this song, and we
won’t shop amazon.” –sung to
the tune of Union Maid.
From Julia (Inter-Team Drama Leader): In Inter-team drama, campers wrote monologues from the
point of view of someone most affected by one of the issues that their Olympic team was learning about. I then
took specific lines from those monologues and combined them with words from Josh Blanchfield's Opening
Ceremony remarks. The result is a Choreopoem:
The River of the People
My dad is in prison for walking suspiciously in front of an ATM. I live next door to the city garbage dump. Imagine if you were
having a child but you weren’t ready. I teach in a classroom that’s not up to par. The wallpaper’s cracking and falling apart.
Sometimes the river is low, like a trickle and it feels like it hardly moves.
Plastic bags, plastic straws, water bottles, blow on my front steps. You couldn’t afford the amount that it costs to keep the child
alive. What would you do? People take advantage of me being poor. I don’t get paid well. I don’t get treated well. Poor people
of color sit in prison all day, sewing labels on clothing for 17 cents an hour.
And we don’t know if we are making any progress toward our destination.
Then your friend tells you about a person that can get rid of the fetus but it’s dangerous. My son was convicted of resisting
arrest after failing to show his car registration. Do you suffer from mild to moderate climate change? My pay is unfair, my
space is not right. This is what workers need to fight.
Other times the fog rolls in, there are bends in the river and we can’t see where it leads.
All I want is to see my kids again. How can I support them? When I get out of here, how am I supposed to get a job? Having a
kid now would ruin both our lives. Shouldn’t I have a choice? Climate change means wild fires. Wild fires mean no grass. No
grass means flooding. Something must be done. Not “we’re working on it” or “just wait” but immediate change. People are
fighting back.
The river is rising...
We know where to go, what to do and what to say. Seemingly the only way is To strike, To protest, To organize. To stand up,
speak out.
The river of the people is rising up to carry us toward our destination. And we will win.

